
Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie 
Wills Wilde 

(1854 – 1900) Irish poet 
and playwright.



Ireland (capital?) 
island 

Iceland (capital?) 



Ireland - /ˈaɪələnd/
island - /ˈaɪlənd/

Iceland - /ˈaɪslənd/ 





• Where was Oscar Wilde born (city)?

• In which country was he born?

• Which accent did he speak? 



Oscar Wilde by 
Stephen Fry 







• Facts about life 

• Quotes 

• How are they connected?





• (on a plane) On behalf of our company let me 
wish you a pleasant journey 

• (at a festival/meeting) On behalf of our 
president let me congratulate you on this 
occasion 

•  A trader placed bets in the markets on behalf 
of Salomon Brothers.

• He spoke out on behalf of the poor, women, 
our fellow creatures and the environment.





• Exchange your vocabulary – find the ones you 
have in common

• Think of how to present it:
• - Ask a question about the word/phrase 

(“What (How) do we call…?” or describe a 
situation where it is used (Last night I…), but 
don’t say the word – Classmates need to 
guess

• Example: 
• -What do we call a piece of furniture that we 

sit on? It is usually wooden and not soft. 
• -Class: a chair! 



 12 pence = 1 Shilling  
20 shillings = 1 pound
240 pence = 1 pound 

used to be silver 



Sovereign = 1 pound

• The sovereign is a gold coin of the United 
Kingdom, with a nominal value of one pound 
sterling. Struck from 1817 until the present 
time, it was originally a 
circulating coin accepted in Britain and 
elsewhere in the world



• The guinea was a coin of 
approximately one quarter ounce 
of gold that was minted in 
Great Britain between 1663 and 
1814.The name came from the Guinea region in West 

Africa, where much of the gold used to make the 
coins originated.[2] It was the first English 
machine-struck gold coin, originally worth 
one pound sterling, equal to twenty shillings, but 
rises in the price of gold relative to silver caused the 
value of the guinea to increase, at times to as high as 
thirty shillings. From 1717 to 1816, its value was 
officially fixed at twenty-one shillings.







• there are 

• 29 Knuts in a Sickle

• 17 Sickles in a Galleon 

• 493 Knuts in a Galleon







• What is the difference between a painter and an 
artist anyway? Can every painter be considered an 
artist, and every artist a painter?"

• Answer:
• The problem with calling yourself a painter is that 

some people will think you mean someone who 
paints walls. The problem with calling yourself an 
artist is that some people will think you're being 
pretentious and some will worry you're a touch 
mad (believing all artists are like Vincent van 
Gogh). Whichever term you use you will 
encounter misunderstanding, so go with 
whichever you feel most comfortable.



А.С.Пушкин. Евгений Онегин. 
Глава 8 • То сельский дом — и у окна

Сидит она... и все она!..

XXXVIII
• Он так привык теряться в этом,
Что чуть с ума не своротил
Или не сделался поэтом.
Признаться: то-то б одолжил!
А точно: силой магнетизма
Стихов российских механизма
Едва в то время не постиг
Мой бестолковый ученик.
Как походил он на поэта,
Когда в углу сидел один,
И перед ним пылал камин,
И он мурлыкал: Benedetta
Иль Idol mio и ронял
В огонь то туфлю, то журнал.





• What is the meaning of the title? 

The Model Millionaire 





Write 100+ words. Present to the class

4. Think of an alternative ending of the story 
(and a different moral too, maybe) 


